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ABSTRACT
Results from smoothed particle hydrodynamical (SPH) simulations of galaxy clusters are used to

investigate the dependence of the Ðnal cluster X-ray properties on the numerical resolution and the
assumed models for the physical gas processes. Two di†erent spatially Ñat cosmological models have
been considered : a low-density cold dark matter universe with a vacuum energy density )" \ 0.7
("CDM) and a cold]hot dark matter model (CHDM). For each of these models two di†erent clusters
have been extracted from a cosmological N-body simulation. A series of hydrodynamical simulations has
then been performed for each of them using a TREESPH code. These simulations Ðrst include radiative
cooling and then also conversion of cold gas particles into stars ; because of supernova explosions these
particles can release energy in the form of thermal energy to the surrounding intracluster gas. For a
speciÐc treatment for the thermal state of the gas, simulation runs have been performed with di†erent
numerical resolutions. This is in order to disentangle in the Ðnal results for the cluster proÐles, the e†ects
of the resolution from those due to the assumed model for the gas thermal evolution. The numerical
resolution of the simulation is controlled by the number of gas particles and the chosen value for theN

ggas gravitational softening parameter The latter is proportional to the minimum SPH smoothinge
g
.

length and therefore sets a maximum spatial resolution for the simulations. For the cooling runs, Ðnal
X-ray luminosities have been found to be diverging according to The gas density proÐles areL X P 1/e

g
F5.

also diverging at the cluster center. This is in agreement with previous Ðndings. When cold gas particles
are allowed to convert into stars, the divergences are removed. The Ðnal gas proÐles show a well-deÐned
core radius, and the temperature proÐles are nearly Ñat. For the most massive test cluster in the "CDM
model, these simulations show a prominent cooling Ñow in the cluster core. This cluster was analyzed in
detail, running simulations with di†erent star formation methods and increasing numerical resolution. A
comparison between di†erent runs shows that the results of simulations, based on star formation
methods in which gas conversion into stars is controlled by an efficiency parameter are sensitive toc

*
,

the numerical resolution of the simulation. In this respect star formation methods based instead on a
local density threshold, as in Navarro & White, are shown to give more stable results. Final X-ray lumi-
nosities are found to be numerically stable, with uncertainties of a factor D2. These simulations are also
in good agreement with observational data when the Ðnal results are compared with the observed star
formation rate and the luminosity-temperature relation from cooling Ñow clusters. Therefore I Ðnd that
hydrodynamical simulations of cooling clusters can be used to give reliabe predictions of the cluster
X-ray properties. For a given numerical resolution, the conversion of cool gas particles into stars as in
Navarro & White should be preferred.
Subject headings : cooling Ñows È cosmology : theory È galaxies : clusters : general È

intergalactic medium È methods : numerical È X-rays : galaxies : clusters

1. INTRODUCTION

Galaxy clusters are the largest virialized structures
known in the universe. According to the hierarchical sce-
nario their evolution rate is a strong function of the back-
ground cosmology (Peebles, Daly, & Juszkiewicz 1989 ;
Lilje 1992 ; Viana & Liddle 1999 ; Oukbir & Blanchard
1992 ; Eke et al. 1998 ; Sadat, Blanchard, & Oukbir 1998 ;
Bahcall, Fan, & Cen 1997), thus making galaxy clusters
natural tools for constraining the cosmological models.
Galaxy clusters are also powerful X-ray emitters. X-ray
observations have shown that most of the baryons in galaxy
clusters are in the form of hot (T ^ 107 K) ionized X-rayÈ
emitting gas (Forman & Jones 1982 ; Sarazin 1986). The
bulk of the emission is via thermal bremsstrahlung ; its
dependence on the square of the gas density allows one to
select cluster samples without the contamination e†ects
which may arise in the optical band. For this reason, galaxy
clusters have been the subject of extensive observational
programs in the X-ray band (Henry et al. 1992 ; Henry 1997 ;

Ebeling et al. 1997 ; Rosati et al. 1998). Observations of the
cluster X-ray emission and temperature can be used to
reconstruct the radial gas density and temperature proÐle,
assuming spherical symmetry. The gas density proÐle has a
radial fallo† with slope ^[2 and a constant density core in
the inner regions, with typical size h~1 kpcr

g
^ 50È200

(Sarazin 1986) ; the gas temperature proÐle is instead nearly
isothermal within the virial radius. The density of the gas
can be used to recover the dark matter proÐle and the total
cluster mass. Assuming virial equilibrium, these cluster
properties are connected to the primeval power spectrum
and the assumed cosmological model, thus providing
important clues for testing cosmologies (Makino, Sasaki, &
Suto 1998 ; Navarro, Frenk, & White 1997).

Other cosmological information can be obtained from
the statistical properties of the ensemble of X-ray clusters.
X-ray observations of cluster number counts, the X-ray
temperature function (Henry & Arnoud 1991 ; Edge et al.
1990 ; Henry 1997), and the X-ray luminosity function
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(Rosati et al. 1998 ; Ebeling et al. 1998) are powerful probes
for constraining the values of the cosmological parameters

and (Henry & Arnoud 1991 ; White, Efstathiou, &)0 p8Frenk 1993 ; Bahcall & Fan 1998 ; Eke, Cole, & Frenk 1996 ;
Kitayama, Sasaki, & Suto 1998). An analytical framework
for connecting the X-ray temperature and the luminosity
function to theoretical models can be obtained, within the
Press & Schecter (1974) approach, by assuming hydrostatic
equilibrium for the gas distribution and neglecting radiative
cooling. In accordance with these assumptions, analytical
methods can then be used to derive predictions for the evol-
ution of the X-ray luminosity function and its correlation
with the cluster X-ray temperature (Kaiser 1986 ; Kitayama
& Suto 1996 ; Mathiesen & Evrard 1998 ; Viana & Liddle
1999).

Given the wealth of information that can be obtained
from observations of X-ray clusters, a lot of e†orts have
been devoted to obtaining directly the gas and temperature
distributions, using numerical simulations for investigating
the evolution of galaxy clusters. Collisionless N-body simu-
lations have been used to study substructure formation
(West, Oemler, & Dekel 1998 ; Crone, Evrard, & Richstone
1996 ; Buote & Xu 1997 ; Jing et al. 1995), density proÐles
(Crone et al. 1994 ; Huss, Jain, & Steinmetz 1999 ; Moore et
al. 1998 ; Jing & Suto 2000), and statistical properties in a
cosmological volume (Eke et al. 1996 ; Lacey & Cole 1994).
In these simulations the dark matter distribution is a good
tracer of that of the gas provided that the cluster dynamical
state is not far from equilibrium, with a small fraction of
substructures within the virial radius. Furthermore, the
dark matter density proÐle shows no evidence for a core
radius (Moore et al. 1998) whatever numerical resolution is
achieved. Numerical simulations have then been extended
to include the hydrodynamics of the gaseous component.
The numerical methods used are either Eulerian (Cen &
Ostriker 1994 ; Anninos & Norman 1996 ; Bryan & Norman
1998 ; Kang et al. 1994 ; Bryan et al. 1994 ; Cen 1997 ; Cen et
al. 1995), with a Ðxed or adaptive grid, or Lagrangian
(Evrard 1988, 1990 ; Thomas & Couchman 1992 ; Navarro
et al. 1995 ; Eke, Navarro & Frenk 1998 ; Katz & White
1993 ; Yoshikawa, Itoh, & Suto 1998 ; Valdarnini, Ghiz-
zardi, & Bonometto 1999). The Lagrangian schemes are
based on the smoothed particle hydrodynamic (SPH) tech-
nique (Gingold & Monaghan 1977 ; Monaghan 1992). In
these simulations the required dynamical range can be quite
demanding. A large simulation box is needed in order to
obtain a meaningful statistical sample of galaxy clusters ; at
the same time the minimum spatial resolution must be at
least close to the cluster core radii, where the bulk of the
X-ray emission originates. For Lagrangian methods a
partial solution is the multimass technique (Katz & White
1993), where the particles increase their masses according to
their distance from the cluster center. A single cluster can
then be simulated with a comparatively high numerical
resolution, with external shells of matter surrounding the
cluster and representing the large-scale gravitational Ðeld.
In these simulations the gas component is treated as a single
adiabatic Ñuid, without taking into account the e†ects of
radiative cooling, and the physical processes of merging,
substructure formation, shocks, and compressional heating
of the gas can be modeled in this way. A comparison
between di†erent numerical simulations shows that they are
successful in reproducing the gross features of the cluster
properties (Frenk et al. 1999).

The inclusion of radiative cooling for the gas is important
on scales where the gas cooling time is shorter than the
Hubble time. For galaxy clusters the spatial extent of this
region is between 50 and 200 kpc from the cluster center. A
gas cooling radius can then be deÐned where the tworcooltimescales are equal. There is of observational evidence that
numerical simulations must include radiative cooling,
together with star formation and energy feedback, in order
to model adequately the relevant physical processes of the
gas during its evolution. In the inner regions where the
radiative timescales are short, a cooling Ñow develops
(Fabian 1994), with h~1 kpc. More than 50% ofrcool^ 50
clusters are estimated to have their cores in this phase
(Peres et al. 1998). These instabilities can a†ect several
properties, like the relation (Fabian et al. 1994 ; AllenL X-TX& Fabian 1998a ; Markevitch 1998). In addition to cooling
Ñows there is also strong observational support for non-
gravitational heating of the cluster gas. Simple scaling argu-
ments predict (Kaiser 1986), while the observedL X PT X2relation satisÐes (David et al. 1993). This discrep-L X P T X3ancy has been suggested by many authors (Evrard & Henry
1991 ; Wu, Fabian, & Nulsen 1998 ; Ponman, Cannon, &
Navarro 1999) as being evidence for substantial heating of
the intracluster gas due to energy injection by supernova
(SN) explosions at high redshifts. Another central question
for including star formation in simulations of the gaseous
component is the growing observational evidence for radial
gradients in the iron abundance (Ezawa et al. 1997 ; Fuka-
zawa et al. 1998), with possible connections to cooling Ñows
(Allen & Fabian 1998b).

With increasing availability of computational power,
numerical hydrodynamical simulations have attempted to
model the e†ects of radiative cooling of the gas in the for-
mation and evolution of cluster galaxies (Katz & White
1993 ; Suginohara & Ostriker 1998 ; Anninos & Norman
1996 ; Yoshikawa, Jing, & Suto 2000 ; Pearce et al. 2000 ;
Lewis et al. 2000). The numerical problems posed by the
inclusion of gas cooling are challenging, mainly because the
required increase in spatial resolution also requires that one
keeps two-body heating mechanisms under control. More-
over, it will be seen that the inclusion of radiative cooling
for the gas cannot be separated from considering also star
formation and energy feedback from SN explosions, in
order to obtain realistic cluster density proÐles and lumi-
nosities. Previous simulations have produced some conÑict-
ing results (Yoshikawa et al. 2000 ; Pearce et al. 2000), and
so the question of the minimum resolution in this kind of
simulation is still to be fully settled. The purpose of this
paper is to test the numerical reliability of SPH hydrody-
namical simulations of cluster formation. These simulations
will include the e†ects of radiative losses, star formation,
and energy feedback from SNe. Four di†erent clusters from
two cosmological models have been studied in several simu-
lations with di†erent numerical inputs and star formation
modeling. Final proÐles are compared in order to assess the
e†ects on the integrations of numerical resolution and dif-
ferent star formation prescriptions. The paper is organized
as follows. In ° 2 I describe the hydrodynamical simulations
with radiative cooling and star formation that have been
performed. The simulation results are then discussed in ° 3.
In particular, ° 3.1 is dedicated to a comparison between
di†erent runs of the Ðnal radial density and temperature
proÐles, as well as of the X-ray luminosities. In °3 .2 the
simulation results are compared with previous Ðndings. In
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° 3.3 simulation runs with di†erent star formation prescrip-
tions are performed for a chosen test cluster which showed a
well-deÐned cooling instability. In ° 3.4 simulation results
for runs with di†erent prescriptions for star formation are
compared against observed data from cooling Ñow clusters,
in order to assess the consistency with real data for the
assumed star formation models in the simulations. Finally,
the main conclusions are summarized in ° 4.

2. SIMULATIONS

In a previous paper (Valdarnini et al. 1999, hereafter
VGB) a large set of hydrodynamical simulations was used
to study global X-ray cluster morphology and its evolution.
The simulations were run using a TREESPH code with no
gas cooling or heating. In order to assess the numerical
reliability of the numerical integrations, four di†erent clus-
ters were selected as a representative sample of all of the
simulation clusters. For this cluster sample, a large set of
di†erent integrations was performed by varying two
numerical input parameters : the number of particles and
the softening parameter. A comparison between the Ðnal
gas density and temperature proÐles, as well as with X-ray
luminosities, then allowed the two-body heating to be kept
under control and a fairly safe range of allowed values for
the numerical parameters to be established. The simulation
tests showed the relative importance of di†erent numerical
e†ects in these adiabatic simulations. It is therefore natural
to use the same cluster sample to study the e†ects of includ-
ing additional physics such as gas cooling and star forma-
tion. A comparison with the previous tests in VGB will
show, with respect to the adiabatic case, the e†ects on the
Ðnal cluster properties of considering energy sinks and non-
gravitational heating. Here I give a short description of the
cluster simulations performed in VGB; the reader is
referred to the original paper for more details. Numerical
modeling of gas cooling and gas conversion into collision-
less stars is described later.

In VGB three spatially Ñat cosmological models have
been considered. A standard cold dark matter model
(CDM), a vacuum-energy dominated model with )" \ 0.7
("CDM) and a mixed dark matter model (CHDM). For the
Hubble constant h km s~1 Mpc~1, h \ 0.5 isH0\ 100
used for CDM and CHDM, and h \ 0.7 for "CDM. For all
models, the primeval spectral index n \ 1 and the baryon
density parameter For CHDM is)

b
h2\ 0.015. )

h
\ 0.20

the HDM density parameter of massive neutrinos ; only one
massive species is considered. All of the models were nor-
malized in order to reproduce the present cluster abun-
dance (Eke et al.1996 ; Girardi et al. 1998). The cosmologies
were chosen in order to have simple models with di†erent
properties. For each model an N-body cosmological simu-
lation was Ðrst run in a L \ 200 h~1 Mpc comoving box
using a P3M code. The particle number were forN

p
\ 106

the CDM and CHDM models with while)
m

\ 1, N
p
\ 843

for "CDM with The same random numbers were)
m

\ 0.3.
used to set the initial conditions for all three cosmological
models. The simulations started from an initial redshift zin.At z\ 0 clusters of galaxies were located using a friends-of-
friends (FoF) algorithm, so as to detect overdensities in
excess of For statistical analysis, VGB selected^200)

m
~0.6.

for each model the 40 most massive clusters. For each of
these clusters a TREESPH hydrodynamical simulation was
performed in physical coordinates. The integration was
accomplished by Ðrst locating at z\ 0 the cluster center

and identifying all of the simulation particles of the cosmo-
logical simulation within where the cluster density isr200,

times the background density. These particles^200)
m
~0.6

are located back at in the original simulation box, and azin,cube of size enclosing all of them is then found, with aL
csize ^15È25 h~1 Mpc. A lattice of grid points isN

L
\ 223

set inside this cube ; di†erent lattices were used for each
matter component. At each node position is associated a
particle of corresponding mass and coordinates. The par-
ticles were then perturbed, using the same random realiza-
tion as for the cosmological simulations. Additional
frequencies are introduced so to sample the higher Nyquist
frequency. The baryon particles are perturbed identically to
the CDM particles and their initial temperature is set to

K. For the TREESPH simulations all the particlesT
i
\ 104

which lie inside a sphere of radius are kept. ExternalL
c
/2

gravitational Ðelds are modeled by considering a larger
cube of side inside the cube particle positions are set as2L

c
,

for the smaller cube, but with no gas. The number of grid
points is the same as for the inner cube, so that masses are 8
times larger than those of the inner cube ; particles of the
larger cube are considered only outside the smaller one.
After the particle positions are perturbed, only those within
a sphere of radius from the cluster center are kept for theL

cTREEPSH simulations. This multimass grid technique has
already been used in cluster simulations by Katz & White
(1993) and Navarro et al.(1995).

For each particle, the gravitational softening parameters
are set according to the scaling The numericale

i
Pm

i
1@3.

integrations were performed with a tolerance parameter
h \ 0.7, without quadrupole corrections. The reliability of
the numerical resolution was tested in VGB by taking the
most massive and least massive clusters (labels 00 and 39,
respectively) for the two models CHDM and "CDM. For
each of them, di†erent numerical tests were carried out.
According to VGB, the cluster simulations can be per-
formed with an adequate resolution using a number of gas
particles and a gas softening parameterN

g
Z 5,000 e

g
[ 50

h~1 kpc. For the collisionless component the corresponding
values are scaled accordingly. In Table 1 the reference
values for the four clusters are given. If one introduces radi-
ative cooling, then the Ðnal values for the core radius of the
gas density are expected to be smaller than in the no-
cooling case. This implies that the numerical simulations
must have smaller values for the gas softening which ine

g
,

SPH sets a minimum resolvable scale, since SPH smoothing
lengths are constrained to be The shape of theZe

g
/4.

density proÐle implies, with respect to the adiabatic case,

TABLE 1

PROPERTIES OF THE SIMULATED CLUSTERS

Cluster M200 r200 p1
CHDM00 . . . . . . 1.4] 1015 1.83 1500
CHDM39 . . . . . . 4.4] 1014 1.25 1000
"CDM00 . . . . . . 1.2 ] 1015 1.98 1200
"CDM39 . . . . . . 4] 1014 1.37 800

NOTE.ÈReference values at z\ 0 for the four
clusters used in the numerical tests. clusterM200 :
mass within in units of h~1 is inr200 M

_
, r200units of h~1 Mpc, is the central one-dimensionalp1dark matter velocity dispersion in km s~1. isM200deÐned as withM200 \ (4n/3))

m
o
c
*

c
r2003 , *

c
\

for a Ñat cosmology.187)
m
~0.55
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higher values for the gas and dark matter densities at the
core radius. This in turn implies that larger values for the
number of particles are required in simulations of cooling
clusters. This is essential in order to reduce the values of
particle masses and hence the two-body heating time q

r
,

which approximately scales as where andq
r
P 1/(o

d
m

d
), o

dare the dark matter density and particle mass.m
dIn order to check for these numerical e†ects, for each of

the four test clusters a set of Ðve TREESPH simulations
was performed, using the same initial conditions and with
the inclusion of radiative cooling, but for di†erent values of

and With respect to the reference case, the othere
g

N
g
.

matter components have their particle numbers changed in
proportion to the change in For the cluster "CDM00,N

g
.

Table 2 reports the values of and for the Ðve simula-e
g

N
g

tion runs. Table 3 is for CHDM00. For these two clusters
the generic simulation has cluster index cl00-j, with
j \ 00, 01, . . . , 05. The cluster cl00-00 is the reference case
without cooling. The simulations have been carried out
with the same values for the other numerical parameters
that were used in VGB, with the di†erence that here the
minimum allowed time step for gas particles is*t

m
\ 6.9

] 105 yr. For the clusters "CDM39 and CHDM39, the
parameters of the numerical tests cl39-j are given in Table 4.
For these simulation runs, the number of particles and the
initial redshifts are the same as for the 00 clusters. Therefore
Table 4 reports only the particle masses and softenings. The
e†ects of radiative cooling are modeled in these simulations
by adding to the SPH thermal energy equation an energy-
sink term (Hernquist & Katz 1989, eq. [2.29]). The total

TABLE 2

NUMERICAL PARAMETERS OF THE SIMULATIONS WITH COOLING FOR THE "CDM00 CLUSTER

"CDM00 eag a m
g

m
d
c N

g
d N

d
e N

T
f h Qh zini

cl00-00 . . . . . . 56 3.01] 1010 2.64] 1011 5503 6295 16463 0.7 F 10
cl00-01 . . . . . . 56 3.01] 1010 2.64] 1011 5503 6295 16463 0.7 F 10
cl00-02 . . . . . . 28 3.01] 1010 2.64] 1011 5503 6295 16463 0.7 F 10
cl00-03 . . . . . . 21 1.45] 1010 1.28] 1011 11480 14208 35408 0.7 F 10
cl00-04 . . . . . . 15.4 1.45] 1010 1.28] 1011 11480 14208 35408 0.7 F 10
cl00-05 . . . . . . 21 7.47] 109 6.57] 1010 22575 25391 67388 0.7 F 19

NOTE.ÈSimulation parameters of the Ðve test runs for the "CDM00 cluster ; cl00-00 is the reference case
with no cooling, taken from VGB.

a Gravitational softening parameter for the gas in h~1 kpc.
b Mass of the gas particles in h~1 (the cosmology is for and h \ 0.7).M

_
)

m
\ 0.3

c Mass of the dark particles.
d Number of gas particles inside the sphere atL

c
/2 z\ zin.e As in the previous column but for dark particles.

f Total number of simulation particles, including those in the external shell of radius L
c
.

g Value of the TREESPH gravitational tolerance parameter.
h Gravitational quadrupole corrections F\ disabled, T \ enabled.
i Initial redshift for the simulation.

TABLE 3

CHDM00

CHDM00 e
g

m
g

m
d
a N

g
N

d
a N

T
zin

cl00-00 . . . . . . 50 2.28] 1010 3.57] 1011 5551 13038 27971 4.8
cl00-01 . . . . . . 50 2.28] 1010 3.57] 1011 5551 13038 27971 4.8
cl00-02 . . . . . . 25 2.28] 1010 3.57] 1011 5551 13038 27971 4.8
cl00-03 . . . . . . 15 1.1] 1010 1.73] 1011 11507 29038 59093 4.8
cl00-04 . . . . . . 11 1.1] 1010 1.73] 1011 11507 29038 59093 4.8
cl00-05 . . . . . . 15 5.5] 109 8.9] 1010 22575 50726 112512 9

NOTE.ÈAs in Table 2, but for CHDM00.
a The values and are the total cold]hot values.m

d
N

d

TABLE 4

"CDM39 AND CHDM39

"CDM39 CHDM39

INDEX e
g

m
g

m
d

e
g

m
g

m
d

cl39-00 . . . . . . 42 1.47] 1010 1.3] 1011 50 7.5] 109 1.19] 1011
cl39-01 . . . . . . 42 1.47] 1010 1.3] 1011 50 7.5] 109 1.19] 1011
cl39-02 . . . . . . 21 1.47] 1010 1.3] 1011 25 7.5] 109 1.19] 1011
cl39-03 . . . . . . 14 7.2] 109 6.37] 1010 15 3.7] 109 5.75] 1010
cl39-04 . . . . . . 10.5 7.2] 109 6.37] 1010 11 3.7] 109 5.75] 1010
cl39-05 . . . . . . 14 3.7] 109 3.22] 1010 15 1.89] 109 2.96] 1010

NOTE.ÈSimulation parameters of the test runs for the clusters "CDM39 and CHDM39.
The number of particles and initial redshifts are the same as for the 00 clusters.
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cooling function includes contributions from recombi-
nation and collisional excitation, bremsstrahlung and
inverse Compton cooling. For cluster temperatures which
satisfy keV, a condition that is always satisÐed for theT Z 2
cluster sample studied here, the dominant cooling mecha-
nisms are free-free transitions, but line cooling becomes
important for small clusters and groups. For the same
reason, heating from an ionizing UV background is not
included in the thermal energy equation. The radiative
cooling is computed for a gas having primordial abun-
dances X \ 0.75, Y \ 0.25 with zero metallicity. In the
simulation runs where the gas particles are allowed to
convert part of their mass into stars (see below), the back
e†ects of metallicities on the cooling function are neglected.
This is a valid approximation as long as keV andT Z 2
stellar metallicities are below (BryanZ[Z

_
([Fe/H][ 0)

& Norman 1998 ; Carraro, Lia, & Chiosi 1998).
In addition to these simulations, which include the e†ects

of radiative cooling, a mirror simulation was performed for
each of them. The mirror runs had an additional prescrip-
tion, which allowed eligible gas to be turned into stars.
These simulations are indexed as cl00-k and cl39-k, where
k \ j] 5 and j is the index of the pure cooling runs in
Tables 2, 3, and 4. For the cluster "CDM00 the simulation
parameters for the cooling runs with star formation, cl00-k,
are given in Table 5. The numerical parameters of the simu-
lations with radiative cooling and star formation are the
same as the corresponding cooling simulations. For this
reason Table 5 reports parameters only for the cluster
"CDM00. The additional simulation with k \ 11 in Table
5 has the same parameters as the k \ 10 run, but with h \ 1
and quadrupole corrections instead of h \ 0.7. This is done
in order to check the accuracy of the gravitational integra-
tion when a collisionless population, with a di†erent dis-
tribution from that of dark matter, is added to the
simulation. Allowing the gas to cool radiatively will
produce dense clumps of gas at low temperatures (^104 K).
Thus cooling times will become shorter and even denser
regions will develop. This is known as the overcooling insta-
bility (Suginohara & Ostriker 1998). In these regions the gas
will be thermally unstable and will meet the physical condi-
tions to form stars. In TREESPH simulations, star forma-
tion (SF) processes have been implemented using two
di†erent algorithms (Katz 1992 ; Navarro & White 1993).
According to Katz (1992), a gas particle is in a star-forming
region if the Ñow is convergent and the local sound crossing
time is larger than the dynamical time (i.e. the Ñuid is Jeans
unstable). These two conditions read

$ Æ ¿
i
\ 0 ,

h
i
/c

i
[ J3n/16Go

i
4 q

d
, (1)

where is the particle velocity, is the SPH smoothing¿
i

h
ilength, and is the local sound velocity. In a more reÐnedc

iversion, Katz, Weinberg, & Hernquist (1996, hereafter
KWH) introduced two additional requirements : a star-
forming region must have a minimum physical hydrogen
number density cm~3 and the local gas densitynH \ 0.1
must satisfy (this follows from an isothermalo

g
/o6

g
[ 55.7

proÐle giving a mean virialized overdensity of ^169). If a
gas particle meets these criteria, then it is selected as an
eligible particle to form stars. In regions where the gas
density is depressed because of gravitational softening, the
Jeans criterion is not applied in order to avoid an underesti-

mate of the local star formation rate (SFR) (Katz 1992, eq.
[2]). The local SFR obeys the equation

do
g
/dt \ [c

*
o
g
/q

g
\ [do

*
/dt , (2)

where is the gas density, is the star density, is ao
g

o
*

c
*characteristic dimensionless efficiency parameter, and isq

gthe local collapse time (the maximum of the local cooling
time and the dynamical time Gas particles withq

c
q
d
). T [

104 K have long cooling times and The probabilityq
g
\ q

d
.

that a gas particle will form stars in a time step *t is given
by

p \ 1 [ exp ([c
*

*t/q
g
) . (3)

A uniform random number is generated at every timem
rstep for each of the gas particles satisfying the star forma-

tion criterion, and equation (3) is used to compute the for-
mation probability p. If then a mass fraction ofm

r
\ p, e

*the mass of the gas is converted into a new collisionless
particle. This star particle has the position, velocity and
gravitational softening of the original gas particle. Typical
assumed values are and (KWH).e

*
\ 13 c

*
\ 0.1

The second algorithm for implementing SF in TREESPH
simulations has been introduced by Navarro & White
(1993, hereafter NW). According to NW, any gas particle
which is in a convergent Ñow and for which the density
exceeds a threshold, i.e.,

$ Æ ¿
i
\ 0 ,

o
g
[ o

g,c \ 7 ] 10~26 g cm~3 , (4)

will have cooling time shorter than the dynamical time and
will soon cool to K, thus satisfying the Jeans insta-T [ 104
bility criterion. Conditions (4) are necessary and sufficient
conditions for selecting gas particles as prone to SF. For the
local SFR, NW adopted equation (2) with c

*
\ 1, q

g
\ q

dand as the condition for which a gas particle cane
*

\ 1/2
convert part of its mass into a star particle. These two algo-
rithms will be referred to hereafter as KWH and NW,
respectively.

The numerical tests cl00-k and cl39-k have been per-
formed following the NW prescription for selecting gas par-
ticles which can form stars. The NW method has been
preferred over KWH because of its simpler assumptions
about the physical conditions of the gas in star-forming
regions. Because of the many physical processes involved in
SF, having a minimal number of assumptions can reduce
possible biases in hydrodynamical simulations when model-
ing the local SFR. For a single representative cluster, a
detailed comparison has been made between the cluster
properties obtained using the two methods and di†erent
input values for the SF parameters. These simulation runs
with numerical modeling of SF also include energy feed-
back to cluster gas from SN explosions. Once a star particle
is created it can release energy into the surrounding gas
through SN explosions. This energy is converted into heat
of the neighboring gas at each time step, according to the
stellar lifetime and initial mass function. A standard Miller-
Scalo (1979) mass function has been adopted in the mass
range from 0.1 to 100 All of the stars with massesM

_
.

above 8 end as SNe, leaving a 1.4 remnant. EachM
_

M
_SN explosion produces ergs, or ^7.5] 1048eSN ^ 1051

ergs which is added to the thermal energy of the gas.M
_

,
Current time steps are much smaller than stellar lifetimes,
and so the SN energy is released gradually into the gas
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TABLE 5

NUMERICAL PARAMETERS FOR THE SIMULATIONS WITH COOLING AND STAR FORMATION FOR THE

"CDM00 CLUSTER

"CDM00 e
g

m
g

m
d

N
g

N
d

N
T

h Q zin
cl00-06 . . . . . . . . 56 3.01 ] 1010 2.64] 1011 5503 6295 16463 0.7 F 10
cl00-07 . . . . . . . . 28 3.01 ] 1010 2.64] 1011 5503 6295 16463 0.7 F 10
cl00-08 . . . . . . . . 21 1.45 ] 1010 1.28] 1011 11480 14208 35408 0.7 F 10
cl00-09 . . . . . . . . 15.4 1.45 ] 1010 1.28] 1011 11480 14208 35408 0.7 F 10
cl00-10 . . . . . . . . 21 7.47 ] 109 6.57] 1010 22575 25391 67388 0.7 F 19
cl00-11 . . . . . . . . 21 7.47 ] 109 6.57] 1010 22575 25391 67388 1.0 T 19
cl00-11H . . . . . . 10.5 2.45 ] 109 2.12] 1010 69599 74983 204799 1.0 T 29

NOTE.ÈAs in Table 2, simulation parameters of the test runs including cooling and star formation for the
"CDM00 cluster. The index of the run is cl00-k, with k \ j] 5, and j\ 1,5 is the index of the cooling simulation.
The numerical parameters of the cooling and star formation runs are those of the corresponding cooling
simulation with index j. The last row gives the numerical parameters for the high-resolution runs used to test
di†erent SF methods.

according to the lifetime of stars of di†erent masses. At each
time step, the fraction of stars releasing their energy into the
medium is calculated for any star particle and the corre-
sponding SN energy is spread over neighboring gas par-
ticles according to the SPH smoothing prescription. SN
explosions also inject enriched material into the intracluster
medium, thus increasing its metallicity with time. According
to Steinmetz & Mueller (1994) solarp

Z
\ 0.357m[ 2.2

masses of heavy elements are synthesized by a SN progeni-
tor of mass m. The enrichment in metals of the intracluster
medium is modeled as follows (Steinmetz & Mueller 1994 ;
Carraro et al. 1998). Each SPH gas particle initially has zero
metallicity ; star particles are produced with the metallicity
of the parent gas particle at the epoch of their creation. The
metallicity of gas particles is successively enriched at each
time step according to the fraction of exploding SNe associ-
ated with each star particle. The mass in metals produced
by these explosions is calculated in accordance with the
speciÐed function and is added to the metallicities of thep

Zgas neighbors of the star particle. This mass is distributed
over the neighbors using a smoothing procedure identical
to that implemented for spreading the SN feedback energy
of star particles among internal energies of the gas neigh-
bors. According to the same procedure, the current mass
fraction of exploding SNe with M º 8 is also addedM

_to the mass of the gas particles, with the exception of the
1.4 remnant.M

_

3. RESULTS

3.1. Cluster Simulations with Radiative Cooling and
Cooling plus Star Formation

The radial density and temperature proÐles for the pure
cooling runs are shown in Figures 1 and 2. The cluster
center has been identiÐed as the maximum of the gas
density. For each radial bin spherical averaged quantities
have been obtained by estimating hydrodynamical vari-
ables at 100 grid points uniformly spaced in angular coordi-
nates. Densities and temperatures at the grid points were
computed from SPH variables according to the SPH
smoothing procedure. The cluster "CDM00 is a particu-
larly neat example of the e†ects at work in the simulations.
As can be inferred from the softening values reported in
Table 2, the numerical strategy has been Ðrst to run cl00-00
with the additional cooling prescriptions (cl00-01), and in
subsequent runs the value of has been reduced in order toe

gresolve the core radius of the gas density proÐle. Figure 1a

shows that this is not achieved : whatever is the value of e
g
,

there is no evidence of a gas core radius, the gas density
continues to rise steeply at the cluster center without any
indication of converging to a constant value. This result is
in strict agreement with those of others (Suginohara &
Ostriker 1998 ; Anninos & Norman 1996 ; Pearce et al.
2000 ; Lewis et al. 2000), and it is known as the overcooling
instability ; at the cluster center cooling times are very short
because the gas density is high, thus drawing in more
material. The fact that the gas central density continues to
rise as the spatial resolution is increased suggests that the
extent of the (physical) e†ect is limited by the numerical
resolution of the simulation. Of the four test clusters,
CHDM00 is the only one that does not show the cooling
instability with the exception of cl00-05 (Fig. 2a). The
reason for this behavior may be dynamical. Buote & Tsai
(1996) measured a negative correlation of the cooling rate
with the cluster X-ray substructure. The cooling instability
can then be strongly suppressed when the cluster is still in a
young dynamical state, with a large fraction of substructure.
For the cosmology considered, VGB found that the clusters
studied in the CHDM model with had many more)

m
\ 1

substructures than those in the low-density "CDM model.
In this case CHDM00 could be marginally stable, with
instability being triggered by numerical e†ects when the
central value of the gas density increases because the simu-
lation resolution is increased.

In the simulation runs the number of particles was
increased as was reduced so as to keep two-body heatinge

gunder control. The relaxation time due to two-bodyq
r
,

e†ects, is deÐned as

q
r
\ 0.34

p13
G2m

d
o
d
ln "

^ 6.7É105Gyr
A p1
103 km s~1

B3

]
h~2

(m
d
/1011 M

_
)

1
(o

d
/o

c
) ln"

, (5)

where is the one-dimensional dark matter velocity dis-p1persion, G is the gravitational constant, is the darko
dmatter density ; ln " is the Coulomb logarithm, with "^

and is the half-mass radius. Typical values areR
h
/4e

g
, R

hln "^ 3 ; standard theory gives the factor 4"^R
h
/e,

above accounts for the softening bimodal distribution
(Farouki & Salpeter 1982). For simulations cl00-00 and
cl39-00 the relaxation time has been estimated at radiusq

rkpc, approximately the resolution limit of^0.05r200^ 100
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FIG. 1.ÈRadial dependence of the gas density and temperature proÐle at z\ 0 in simulations with radiative cooling. The left-hand panel is for the test
cluster "CDM00, the right-hand panel for "CDM39. In each panel, the upper plot is for densities and the lower plot is for gas temperatures. The density is in
units of the critical density. The di†erent curves are for integrations with di†erent numbers of particles and di†erent softening parameters (see Tables 2 and 5).
The simulation run with index -00 is the integration without cooling.

these simulations. At this length scale Theo
d
/o

c
^ 2 ] 104.

values of range from ^13 Gyr (cl00-00) to ^17 Gyrq
r(cl39-00). For the simulation runs with increased resolution

the minimum resolvable scale is set by ande
g
, o/o

c
^ 5

] 104 at a Ðducial scale ^50 kpc. These rather high values
of are a consequence of the slightly steeper proÐles foro

ddark matter in the inner regions with respect to the case
with no cooling. For these runs, the increase in is com-o

dpensated by a corresponding increase in the particle
number and hence a smaller value for so that ism

d
, q

rapproximately constant at the scale considered and is close
to the Hubble time. Another timescale that is relevant for
these simulations is the cooling time deÐned asq

c
,

q
c
\ 3

2
nkB T
"

c
, (6)

where is the Boltzmann constant, n is the gas numberkBdensity, T is the gas temperature, and "
c
^5.2]10~28T 1@2

n2 ergs s~1 cm~3 is the cooling function. In the central gas
regions and a cooling instability will develop. Inq

c
> H0~1

Figure 5 is shown as a function of radius for the four testq
cclusters. For the cooling runs cl00-05 and cl39-05, isq

c

always below ^20 Gyr for kpc, with the exceptionr [ 100
of "CDM39, which has a bump but then a strong fall in q

cproceeding inward. For the sake of reference, for theq
cno-cooling case (-00) has also been plotted. Because of the

presence of a gas core radius in this case approaches aq
cconstant value toward the center. According to Steinmetz &

White (1997) gas cooling will be a†ected by artiÐcial two-
body heating unless This condition is satisÐed ifq

c
(r) \ q

r
(r).

the dark particle mass is smaller than the critical value

M
c
\ 2 ] 109T6 f0.05M

_
, (7)

where is the gas temperature in units of 106 K and isT6 f0.05the ratio in units of 0.05. For the simulated clus-f \o
g
/o

dters studied here, for kpcT6^ 50È100, f0.05 Z 0.5 r [ 100
and is always above The simulations can then beM

c
m

d
.

considered free from numerical e†ects which can dominate
the gas behavior. In the cooling simulations this condition
might be violated near the cluster center, where forT6[ 10

kpc. However, in these regionsr [ 50 q
c
> q

d
^ 27h~1

and the cooling is e†ective in removing theGyr/(o
d
/o

c
)1@2

gas energy at a faster rate than the one set by dynamical
e†ects.
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FIG. 2.ÈAs in Fig. 1, but for the test clusters CHDM00 and CHDM39. The numerical parameters of the simulations are given in Tables 3 and 4.

The temperature proÐles show a decrease for kpcr [ 100
and a drastic drop in the central values, where cooling is
most e†ective. This inversion in temperature takes place in
all of the tests considered. Peak values for the gas tem-
perature are located at ^100 kpc (0.05È0.1 of r200).Between this distance from the cluster center and ther200gas temperature decreases with radius and the clusters
clearly cannot be considered isothermal. These results are in
agreement with those of Pearce et al. (2000) and suggest that
the global cluster properties are a†ected by cooling pro-
cesses active on inner scales, where the cooling time is short
(see also Lewis et al. 2000). The most important cluster
variable which is a†ected by these results is the cluster
X-ray luminosity. For evaluating the standard SPHL X,
estimator gives

L X \ 5.2] 10~28 1
(km

p
)2 ;

i

Ng
m

i
o
i
T

i
1@2 ergs s~1 , (8)

where, for the cooling function, the bremsstrahlung emiss-
ivity has been approximated with a gaunt factor of 1.2
(eq. [2] of Suginohara & Ostriker 1998), k \ 0.6 is the
mean molecular weight, and is the proton mass. Them

psummation is over all of the gas particles within r200.

Figure 7 shows the behavior of at z\ 0 as a function ofL Xfor the pure cooling runs (open symbols). There is not ae
gclear convergence of as the resolution is increased. InL Xfact, obeys the approximate scaling SimilarL X L X P 1/e

g
F5.

results for have been obtained by Anninos & NormanL X(1996) in their convergence study of simulations of X-ray
clusters.

The unphysically high values found for in the pureL Xcooling runs arise because the gas density continues to
increase steadily at the cluster center, while the conditions
of high gas density and low temperature cause the gas to
become Jeans unstable. Thus the treatment of gas cooling in
cluster simulations cannot be decoupled from a modeling of
the physical processes turning the cold, dense, gas into stars.
The cooling simulations have therefore been rerun with the
inclusion in the integrations of an algorithm for converting
gas into stars. This used the NW method, with parameters

and In these simulations gas particles canc
*

\ 1 e8\ 12.produce star particles without any limit on the number of
star-forming events. Furthermore, the SN explosion ener-
gies and metallicities that star particles can produce are
smoothed over 32 gas neighbors but with an upper limit of

kpc for the SPH smoothing length. This is in orderh
M

\ 15
to avoid unphysical heating of the gas over length scales
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much larger than those involved in the SF activities. This
upper limit is also justiÐed by the lack of di†usion in the
intracluster medium of the metals injected from galaxies
(Ezawa et al. 1997). The results obtained are shown in
Figures 3 and 4 ; the index of the simulations is k \ j ] 5,
where j is the index of the cooling runs. The most important
result is that the inclusion of an SF model has been e†ective
in removing the unphysical gas behavior, which now shows
a well-deÐned core radius in the radial density plots. This is
valid in all of the cases considered, with the exception of
CHDM00. The simulation runs cl00-k do not show, for this
cluster, evidence of an SF activity, a result which is in agree-
ment with the lack of a cooling instability in the cooling
simulations cl00-j. The shapes of the temperature proÐles
show that convergence is achieved for For theN

g
Z 20,000.

simulation runs with the highest resolution, all of the
central values for the gas temperatures at r \ 10 kpc are
within a factor ^1.5. CHDM39 is an exception to this rule,
with cl39-10 still not showing a Ñat temperature proÐle in
the inner regions and resembling that of cl39-05. It is

unlikely that the source of the discrepancy is due to a con-
vergence problem: cl39-11 has a slightly larger accuracy in
the computation of the gravitational forces (Hernquist
1987), nevertheless its temperature proÐle has these discrep-
ancies largely removed. For CHDM39 the peculiarity of
cl39-10 in the Ðnal temperature proÐle, with respect to the
other numerical tests shown in Figure 4b could be of a
numerical nature : for a certain accuracy in the tree evalu-
ation of the gravitational forces, matter subclumps might
form during the integrations which can then modify the gas
dynamics. The formation of these subclumps is triggered by
the approximations involved in the truncation of the multi-
pole expansion of the cluster gravitational potential. The
statistical occurrence of this e†ect should be small, because
it is not observed in the other three test clusters. For a tree
method the errors involved in the multipole expansion of
the gravitational potential have been estimated by Hern-
quist (1987) assuming a spherical, isotropic Plummer model
for the mass distribution of N-test particles. A comparison
against the accelerations obtained by a direct sum shows

FIG. 3.ÈFinal density and temperature proÐles for the simulation runs including radiative cooling and star formation. The gas is allowed to convert into
stars according to the NW star formation prescription (see text). The simulations are the same shown in Fig. 1, with the numerical parameters reported in
Tables 4 and 5. The index of the simulations is cl00-k or cl39-k, with k \ j] 5 and j\ 1, 5 is the index of the cooling runs in Tables 4 and 5. The simulations
with index k \ 11 have the same parameters as the k \ 10 runs, but with the gravitational tolerance parameter h \ 1 and quadrupole corrections enabled.
The other simulations were performed with h \ 0.7 without quadrupole corrections. In the density plots, the lines with a steeper slope (^[3) show the
density behavior of the star component.
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FIG. 4.ÈAs in Fig. 3, but for the cluster simulations shown in Fig, 2

that in the large N limit the errors in the tree(N Z 30,000)
evaluation of the accelerations are negligible for a mono-
pole expansion if The inclusion of the quadrupoleh [ 1.
terms improves the accuracy of the force computation, for
h ^ 1 the errors in the forces are those of a monopole
expansion with h ^ 0.8. The convergence in T (r) obtained
for cl39-11 suggests that for a given accuracy, quadrupole
corrections should be preferred when evaluating tree forces.

The radial density proÐles of the star component are also
shown for the various runs in the density plots. The slope of
these proÐles is approximately ^[3, a value close to the
one observed for galaxy populations in galaxy clusters. In
all of the simulations, the gas density proÐles have a well-
deÐned core radius, with size kpc, approx-r

c
^ 50È100

imately 0.05 of the virial radii. From the density proÐles
note also that the gas core radii are smaller than in the
no-cooling runs, outward of the density proÐles are veryr

csimilar to the no-cooling cases. The temperature proÐles
increase inward from the virial radius up to ^100È200 kpc.
Thereafter the proÐles stay almost Ñat, or with a modest
decrease in T (r) toward r \ 0. The strong drop of the tem-
peratures in the very central regions for the cooling runs is
no longer seen, the inclusion of a star formation prescrip-
tion having been e†ective in removing the cold gas particles

K) from the cluster centers.([104

Cooling timescales are plotted in Figure 5 ; theq
c
(r)

dashed line in the four panels is for the simulation runs
including SF. As a general rule, for each test cluster, the q

care almost indistinguishable in all of the simulation tests for
kpc. In the simulations including SF, movesr Z 100 q

ctoward the no-cooling case in the cluster inner regions
because of the reduction in the gas central density. The
central values of are well below the present age of theq

cuniverse for all of the models, with the exception of
CHDM00. This cluster does not show a cooling instability
and has Gyr in the cluster core. Accretion ratesq

c
^ 20

are plotted in Figure 6 for the same testM0 (r) \ 4no
g
r2v

rclusters as in Figure 5. For each radial bin, spherical aver-
ages of are shown only for negative values of ForM0 (r) v

r
.

the test clusters in the "-dominated cosmology there is a
well-deÐned radial infall of matter within kpc, com-r [ 100
pared to the adiabatic run. These inÑows of matter can be
compared with those estimated from X-ray data for cooling
Ñow clusters. For example, Thomas, Fabian, & Nulsen
(1987) present mass deposition proÐles for a sampleM0 ( \ r)
of 11 cooling Ñow clusters. They obtain for Abell 478 M0 ^

at r ^ 300 kpc (Fig. 7 of their paper). For this103 M
_

yr~1
cluster they quote a measured line-of-sight velocity disper-
sion of ^750 km s~1, and the estimated cluster virial mass
(^4 ] 1014 h~1 is close to that of "CDM39. ThisM

_
)
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FIG. 5.ÈCooling time as a function of radial distance for the four test clusters. is deÐned according to eq. (6). In each panel, is plotted for threeq
c

q
c

q
cdi†erent tests ; the continuous line is the case with no cooling, the dotted line is the pure cooling test simulation with the highest resolution (-05), and the

short-dashed line is the equivalent simulation run but with gas particles being allowed to undergo star formation.

accretion rate is in good agreement with the values shown
in Figure 6 at r ^ 300 kpc for "CDM39 in the simulation
including SF. Note that in order to compare withM0 (\ r)

one is implicitly assuming a steady state. The clustersM0 (r)
in the cosmology with show values of that are)

m
\ 1 M0

higher in the adiabatic case in comparison with the simula-
tion runs including cooling and star formation. The reason
for this discrepancy is of a dynamical nature : CHDM00, for
example, has a large radial infall velocity because it is still
out of equilibrium, with material collapsing onto the center.
These results seem to support the hypothesis of an anti-
correlation between the strength of the cooling Ñow and the
dynamical state of the cluster, as measured by the power
ratios, for example. Buote & Tsai (1996) demonstrated the
existence of such an anticorrelation, as expected from a
dependence of the cooling Ñow rate on the cluster dynami-
cal state. A statistical analysis of this correlation is beyond
the scope of this paper and is left to future work, where the
analysis will be performed for the whole sample of 40 clus-
ters for each of the three cosmological models (VGB). A
striking result is the convergence of the Ðnal X-ray lumi-
nosities for the simulation runs including SF for the four
test clusters. In Figure 7 the Ðlled symbols refer to these

simulations. The divergence for of the cooling runs ise
g
] 0

completely removed and the plotted values are quite stable.
An exception is cl39-10 of CHDM39 (right panel, black
square), which has ergs s~1. As previouslyL X ^ 5 ] 1044
discussed, the peculiarity of this cluster is of a dynamical
nature, and there is not a question of convergence of hydro-
dynamical variables. In fact, cl39-11 has ergsL X ^ 2 ] 1044
s~1, a value in full agreement with the values of the other
runs. Compared with the nonradiative case, the luminosities
are stable (CHDM) or increase by a factor ^2 ("CDM).

3.2. Comparison with Previous Simulations
These results can be compared with previous Ðndings

from hydrodynamical cluster simulations, in which the gas
is allowed to undergo cooling and star formation or is
subject to a prescription for the treatment of cold particles.
The density plots can be compared to analogous plots
shown in Lewis et al. (2000). In their paper Lewis et al.
analyzed Ðve simulations of a cluster with M200 ^ 4 ] 1014

in a CDM universe with and h \ 0.5. Of theseM
_

)
m

\ 1
simulations, the cool]SF allows gas to undergo cooling
and star formation, using the KWH method with c

*
\ 0.1

and Although the cosmologies are di†erent, aeSN \ 1.
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FIG. 6.ÈMass accretion rates in the four test clusters for the same simulation tests shown in Fig. 5. In each radial bin, spherical averages for
have been plotted only for negative values of the radial infall velocityM(r)5 \ 4no

g
r2v

r
v
r
.

rough comparison can be made for "CDM39, which has
the closest virial mass to their test cluster. For "CDM39
simulations cl39-10 or cl39-11 have a numerical resolution
comparable to the Lewis et al. (2000) simulations (compare
Tables 4 and 5 with Table 2 of Lewis et al.). Thus the
density plots in Figure 3b can be compared with Figure 7 of
Lewis et al. The results are encouraging : there is a rough
agreement for the various baryonic components, although
in Lewis et al. there is a central spike in the gas density that
is not observed in the present simulations. A substantial
di†erence is instead found for the temperature proÐles : all
of the simulation runs show a tendency for T (r) to recover
an almost Ñat behavior in the inner regions (with the excep-
tion of cl39-10 for CHDM39, which is peculiar for the
reasons previously outlined). Lewis et al. found instead that
T (r) in their cool]SF simulation reaches a peak value of
^8 ] 107 K within ^40 kpc (Fig. 9 of Lewis et al.). The
radial behaviors of Figure 5 compare well with[q

c
(r)]

Figure 8 of Lewis et al. (2000).
Hydrodynamical simulations of cooling clusters have

also been analyzed by Pearce et al. (2000) and Yoshikawa et
al. (2000). I discuss here in detail how the results of ° 3.1
compare with the cluster properties of Yoshikawa et al.

(2000, hereafter YJS). The simulated clusters of the Pearce et
al. (2000) runs have properties similar to the YJS clusters,
the only substantial di†erences being found for the X-ray
luminosities.

In their paper, YJS analyze results from a set of cosmo-
logical SPH simulations and concluded that estimates of
the X-ray luminosities are biased by the numerical
resolution of the simulations and are not reliable. The
cosmological simulations of YJS were performed in a Ñat,
"-dominated CDM cosmology. The values of the back-
ground cosmological parameter are identical to the ones
chosen here for the cluster simulations in the "CDM
model. They performed simulations with two di†erent box
sizes : L \ 75 and L \ 150 h~1 Mpc. They took 1283 gas
particles, an equal number of dark particles, and a com-
oving softening parameter e \ L /1280. In the simulations
including radiative cooling, cold gas particles were removed
from the summations deÐning local gas variables if the
Jeans condition in equation (1) is satisÐed (simulation runs
with label UJ in their notation). This constraint is slightly
di†erent from the one of Pearce et al. (2000), but is almost
identical for K. Their prescription is phenomeno-T

i
[ 104

logical and is intended to take into account the process of
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FIG. 7.ÈFinal cluster X-ray luminosities as a function of for the simulation runs performed for the four test clusters. In each panel is shown for thee
g

L Xsimulations with gas cooling (open symbols) and for those also including star formation ( Ðlled symbols). For these test runs, values of the numerical inputs are
reported in Tables 2, 3, 4, and 5. Simulation clusters with index cl00-j or cl39-j correspond to the following symbols : diamonds are for j\ 00 ; circles are for
j\ 01, 02 ; triangles are for j\ 03, 04 ; and squares are for j\ 05. The Ðlled symbols are the simulations with index j] 5.

galaxy formation. For the cosmological simulation with
box size L \ 150 h~1 Mpc, the numerical resolution for the
most luminous clusters is comparable to that of the cl00-11
run. The most massive cluster in the simulation with label
150UJ has ^1.56] 1015 a value close to that ofM

_
, M200in Table 1 for "CDM00. For this cluster YJS found at z\ 0

a bolometric X-ray luminosity ^2 ] 1045 ergs s~1, about
twice the corresponding value of for cl00-11. A compari-L Xson between the cluster density and temperature proÐles
(their Fig. 1, central panel) and the analogous plots of the
present paper (cl00-11 in Fig. 3) shows that there are sub-
stantial di†erences at kpc. In YJS the cluster gasr [ 50
density shows no evidence for a core radius ; the mass-
weighted temperature proÐle has an inversion at the cluster
center, as also found by Pearce et al. (2000), while cl00-11
shows a nearly Ñat proÐle for T (r). These di†erences in
the gas proÐles at the cluster centers are probably due to
the di†erent methods employed for the treatment of the
cooled gas, rather than to the numerical resolution of the
simulations.

YJS adopted the phenomenological prescription of treat-
ing separately those gas particles which satisfy the Jeans

criterion. Therefore the gas distribution consists of gas par-
ticles in a ““ hot ÏÏ X-rayÈemitting phase together with a
population of cold particles at temperatures around 104 K,
the latter being localized at the cluster center. The tem-
perature proÐles in YJS include the cold gas population (K.
Yoshikawa, 2000, private communication) and show a steep
decrease at the cluster center. In simulation run cl00-11 this
is not observed because the star formation prescription has
been e†ective in converting the cooled gas at the cluster
center into the form of stars. For the simulation runs with
cooling and star formation, the mass-weighted tem-
peratures of the clusters "CDM00 and "CDM39T

m
(sim)

can be compared with those expected from the isothermal
mass-temperature relation. At the present epoch, this rela-
tion reads

kB TX ^ 5.2c
A)

m
*

c
178

B1@3A M
1015h~1 M

_

B2@3
keV , (9)

where M is the cluster virial mass, is the*
c
^ 178)

m
~0.55

virialized cluster overdensity, and c is a fudge factor. YJS
found that the mass-weighted temperatures of their simu-
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lated clusters are well Ðtted by equation (9) with c\ 1.2.
For the cluster "CDM00 ("CDM39) I Ðnd from the simu-
lations cl00-11 (cl39-11) that whileT

m
(sim) \ 5.6(3.1) keV,

the theoretical relation (9) gives ThusT
m
(th) \ 5.9(2.8) keV.

the mass-weighted temperatures of the simulated clusters
are in close agreement with the theoretical predictions and
also with those found by YJS in their simulations.

As previously shown in the simulation runs including star
formation, the X-ray luminosities are found to be numeri-
cally stable and converging to reliable values. With respect
to the adiabatic runs, the are found to be constant orL Xwith a modest increase (Fig. 7). These results are at variance
with those of Pearce et al. (2000), who found that cooling
clusters are less luminous than those in the no-cooling runs.
Similar results have been obtained by YJS and Lewis et al.
(2000), who measured an increase in the Ðnal X-ray lumi-
nosity when cooling was included. A comparison with the
cool]SF simulation of Lewis et al. (2000) is difficult
because of the di†erent cosmologies and cluster virial
masses. YJS analyzed the relation obtained from theL X-TXsimulated clusters in the UJ test runs at z\ 0, from the
simulations with two di†erent box sizes. The cluster lumi-
nosities in the simulation with L \ 150 h~1 Mpc are found
to be underestimated with respect to the ones of the L \ 75
h~1 Mpc simulation box. YJS draw the conclusion that, in
order to have reliable cluster luminosities, simulations of
cooling clusters require a much higher numerical resolution
than the one employed in their simulations. In the simula-
tions with L \ 150 h~1 Mpc, the mass of the gas particles is
^2 ] 1010 a factor ^2 larger than that of cl00-10 forM

_
,

"CDM00. Therefore their conclusion seems to be in con-
Ñict with what is claimed here, that substantial convergence
in X-ray luminosities is achieved for the highest resolution
simulation runs. The source of this discrepancy lies in the
di†erent numerical approaches. YJS simulated cluster evol-
ution in a cosmological box with a constant gas particle
mass. As outlined by the authors, the resolution problem is
severe for the less luminous clusters in the simulation box.
The multimass technique described in ° 2 is instead used
here to simulate a single cluster. The results of the numeri-
cal simulations show that convergence in the gas variables
is obtained for each single cluster whenever AN

g
Z 20,000.

comparison with the numerical resolution adopted by YJS
is useful. In their simulations with L \ 150 h~1 Mpc the gas
particle mass is comparable to the value found here for
which "CDM00 can be safely analyzed. However they have
a constant mass resolution and their cluster sample has a
lower limit of M [ 1014 An application of the numeri-M

_
.

cal parameters required here to a cluster with a virial
mass of ^1014 would give a gas particle mass ofM

_ a factor ^30^)
b
1014/()

m
2.2 ] 104)^ 5 ] 108 M

_
,

smaller than that being used in the L \ 150 h~1 Mpc simu-
lations. These values also show that cosmological simula-
tions require a number of gas particles ^(400L /150 h~1
Mpc)3 in order to give realistic estimates for the statistical
properties of X-ray clusters.

3.3. Simulations with Di†erent Star Formation Prescriptions
The numerical tests studied here give the range of

numerical parameters for which the results of cooling
cluster simulations, including SF according to the NW pre-
scription, reach numerical convergence and can be con-
sidered stable. A di†erent question concerning the
reliability of the numerical results is the sensitivity of the

estimated cluster properties to the numerical method used
to describe star formation and energy feedback from stars in
the hydrodynamical simulations. To investigate this, Ðnal
results for di†erent simulations have been compared for a
single test cluster ("CDM00). The simulations were per-
formed with the same numerical parameters as for the
cl00-11 run, but using di†erent SF methods or parameters.
This was done in order to demonstrate the e†ects of the SF
modeling on the gas variables. A summary of these simula-
tions with di†erent SF prescriptions is reported in Table 6.
The simulation with index I is the standard case with which
previous cooling]SF runs have been performed. Thus this
simulation just corresponds to cl00-11. Two simulation
runs correspond to the NW method but with a di†erent
feedback energy for SN explosions (I and V). In the other
three runs the KWH prescription was adopted for convert-
ing gas particles into stars. Two of them (II and III)
compare the results obtained for a di†erent star formation
efficiency parameter with the other parameters beingc

*
,

held Ðxed ; in a third run (IV) the fraction of mass of thee
*gas converted to stars is varied. The results of the di†erent

approaches are shown in Figures 8 and 9. For simulation V,
only the star formation rate (SFR) and the X-ray luminosity
versus time have been plotted in the two left-hand panels of
Figure 8. This is because simulation V produced Ðnal
results almost identical to the reference case I. In simulation
V the feedback SN energy was set to ergs, a valueeSN \ 1050
10 times smaller than that of simulation run I. A compari-
son between the results plotted in Figure 8 shows that the
two simulations have an identical evolution for the X-ray
luminosity, but a di†erent SFR. This is because of the
smaller amount of SN feedback energy that is added to the
thermal energy of the gas in the run V. This in turn implies
higher gas densities and SF rates for simulation V. The
di†erences become negligible for Gyr. The Ðnal gast Z 8
proÐles, as well as the other variables, are identical.

The simulations with the KWH method and di†erent e
*(II and IV), give similar results and show that the choice of

the mass fraction is not important in modeling the stare
*formation processes. The most important di†erences are

found between the KWH simulations with di†erent (IIc
*and IV). The di†erences are dramatic in the Ðnal X-ray

luminosities, which di†er by a factor ^40. The source of
this discrepancy lies in the di†erent gas density proÐles,
which have substantial di†erences in the cluster core
regions for kpc. These di†erences are localized atr [ 100

TABLE 6

SIMULATION RUNS WITH DIFFERENT STAR FORMATIONS PARAMETERS

Tem
Method c

*
e
*

eSN Tema T
m
b [(\50 kpc)/T em]c Run

NW . . . . . . 1 1/2 1 8.3 5.66 0.08 I
KWH . . . . 0.1 1/2 1 1.9 5.5 0.8 II
KWH . . . . 1 1/2 1 8.96 5.77 0.2 III
KWH . . . . 0.1 1/3 1 2.05 5.42 0.87 IV
NW . . . . . . 1 1/2 0.1 7.88 5.54 0.08 V

NOTE.ÈSF parameters for the simulations used to compare di†erent
models of SF. The test cluster is "CDM00 and the numerical parameters
are those of cl00-11 (see Table 5). The di†erent SF parameters are deÐned
in ° 2, is the SN explosion energy in units of 1051 ergs.eSNa Emission weighted temperature in keV units at z\ 0.

b Mass-weighted temperature at z\ 0.
c Relative contribution to the total emission-weighted temperature

from the r \ 50 kpc cluster inner region.
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FIG. 8.ÈPlots showing several cluster properties in simulation runs for the same cluster, but with di†erent SF prescriptions. The test cluster is "CDM00,
and the simulation parameters are those of cl00-11 (see Table 5). The di†erent curves are for di†erent SF methods or parameters, as reported in Table 6. The
continuous line refers to the NW method, the others to KWH with di†erent and (c and e in the bottom right-hand panel). Top left : Star formation ratec

*
e
*as a function of time. Bottom left : X-ray luminosity vs. time. Top right : Final radial density behavior for the gas and star components ; for the sake of clarity

the gas densities have been shifted downward by a factor of 100. Bottom right : Radial temperature proÐles. The dot-dashed line in the two left-hand panels is
for a simulation run with the NW method, but with an SN explosion energy of ergs.eSN\ 1050

the cluster center ; beyond r ^ 100 kpc all of the proÐles
converge, as shown in the plots of Figure 8. The tem-
perature proÐles have a peak value of ^108 K at r ^ 100
kpc and thereafter decline outward by a factor D2 out to

Below D100 kpc the proÐles instead show large di†er-r200.
ences. Compared to run I (NW) the two simulations with

have gas temperatures that decrease inward by ac
*

\ 0.1
factor D10 from D100 kpc down to r D 10 kpc. These
radial decays follow because of the less efficient conversion
of the cooled gas into stars compared to the NW run. These
results can be compared with those of Lewis et al. (2000),
who used the same star formation method and parameters,
although in a di†erent cosmology. The temperature proÐle
of their cool]SF simulation shows a similar decrease
outside of the cluster core (Fig. 9 of their paper). It is diffi-
cult to compare the radial runs at r \ 100 kpc because the
authors adopt a linear scale for the plots. The gas density
proÐle of run II rises steeply toward the cluster center from
r ^ 100 kpc ; a similar behavior is shown by Lewis et al.
(2000) for their hot gas population (see their Fig. 7). The

simulation run with has radial proÐles much closerc
*

\ 1
(but not identical) to the NW ones. These di†erences are
also reÑected in the estimated emission-weighted tem-
peratures (see Table 6). For simulations I and III, Tem ^ 8È9
keV, while keV for run II. Note that for this simula-Tem ^ 2
tion most of the contribution to comes from within theTem50 kpc cluster core.

There is a remarkable agreement for the ratio of the
cluster mass locked into stars to the gas mass, which is
^10% at for all of the runs considered (Fig. 9, bottomr200left-hand panel), with respect to the observational values
(Evrard 1997). Also the density proÐles of the stars pro-
duced are very similar. As a general rule, one can say that
the global cluster properties are not a†ected by the SF pre-
scription adopted. The source of the higher gas densities in
the cluster core for the simulations with comparedc

*
\ 0.1,

to what is found for is in the di†erent SFR that thec
*

\ 1,
two simulations use during the integration. In the top left-
hand panel of Figure 8 the SF rates are plotted for the
di†erent runs. The rates are plotted versus time instead of
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FIG. 9.ÈBaryonic fractions vs. radius for the same simulations shown in Fig. 8. Top left : Ratio of the total mass of gas within the radius r, to the
cumulative cluster mass in units of the universal baryonic fraction. Top right : As in the left-hend panel but for the ratio of (star]gas) mass to the total cluster
mass. Bottom left : Ratio of the star mass within radius r to the mass of gas within r. Bottom right : Total mass produced in stars as a function of redshift.

redshift because otherwise Ðnal di†erences would have been
compressed. It can be seen that simulations II and IV have
a di†erent SF histories, with respect to runs III and I. At
early times runs II and IV have a lower SFR than the
simulation with This behavior is reversed afterc

*
\ 1.

t ^ 10 Gyr (z^ 0.3), with simulations II and IV showing a
substantial SF activity, while runs III and I have a sharp
decline in their SF rates. As Ðnal results, the two simula-
tions II and IV have less gas converted to stars in the cluster
core.

According to KWH, in a simulation with thec
*

\ 0.1,
collapsing gas will reach an equilibrium density higher than
in the one with This is because of the reduced effi-c

*
\ 1.

ciency in the conversion of the gas into stars for the simula-
tion with which implies that gas collapse willc

*
\ 0.1,

proceed until pressure from the thermal energy of the gas is
able to prevent further gas collapse, reaching an equilibrium
at higher gas densities. This in turn implies higher SF rates
so that, after an initial transient, simulations with c

*
\ 0.1

will have higher gas densities and SF rates compared to the
runs. This expected behavior is what is found in thec

*
\ 1

plots of Figure 8, the NW simulation giving identical results

to the KWH run with The bottom right-hand plotc
*

\ 1.
of Figure 9 shows the cluster mass in stars at theM

s
(z)

redshift z and is particularly useful in analyzing di†erences
in the SF histories between di†erent runs. The mass in stars
for the NW run stops growing at z\ 0.5, and stays Ñat until
z\ 0. The KWH simulation with has a similarc

*
\ 1

trend, but with a somewhat steeper slope in the growth of
An important result is that the Ðnal values of theM

s
(z).

cluster mass in stars vary by only ^20% from M
s
^ 1.5

] 1013 As previously outlined, this shows the reli-M
_

.
ability of di†erent SF prescriptions in reproducing global
cluster properties. In the simulation results, di†erences
between the methods arise in the SF rates, which are deter-
mined by di†erent choices of the star formation efficiency
parameter In Figure 9 for simulations II and IV, thec

*
.

values of at high redshifts are below the correspond-M
s
(z)

ing values of the runs. For these simulations withc
*

\ 1
has a continuous growth and is smaller thanc

*
\ 0.1, M

s
(z)

of the NW run until z^ 0.2. Note that the ÐnalM
s
(z)

masses in stars for the di†erent runs do not correspond to
what would naively be expected from the di†erent shapes of
the gas density proÐles in the cluster core, beingM

s
(z\ 0)
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determined by the overall SF history. The SF rates of the
simulations with have the expected behavior, withc

*
\ 0.1

respect to those of the runs, but the high-resolutionc
*

\ 1
runs of the next section will show that these SF rates are
depressed by the numerical resolution of the simulation.

The emission weighted metallicity proÐles at z\ 0 are
shown in Figure 10. Conversion from the mass fraction in
metals associated with each particle to the iron mass was
accomplished according to the relationship between the
total metallicity and the iron abundance [Fe/H] of Tantalo,
Chiosi, & Bressan (1998). The relative iron abundances
Z\ Fe/H in the radial bins were estimated from the indi-
vidual iron mass of each gas particle using the SPH
smoothing procedure. These proÐles were still rather noisy,
and to obtain the Ðnal radial proÐles of iron abundance, a
further smoothing was performed by considering only Ðve
distinct radial bins and averaging over neighboring bins. An
important result for the metallicity proÐles is that the simu-
lation runs show the existence of radial gradients, with
decreasing metallicities as the radius increases. This is in
broad agreement with observational data for cooling Ñow
clusters (Ezawa et al. 1997 ; Kikuci et al. 1999 ; Buote 2000 ;
White 2000 ; De Grandi & Molendi 2001). For the simula-
tion runs I and III at the cluster center andZZ 0.5 Z

_at kpc, with a value for the solar abun-Z[ 0.1 Z
_

r Z 100
dance (Anders & GrevesseZ

_
\ (Fe/H)

_
4 4.68] 10~5

1989). At kpc these values are of the measuredr Z 100 D13abundances obtained for a sample of nine cooling Ñow clus-
ters (De Grandi & Molendi 2001). This deÐcit of iron abun-
dance is probably due to the lack of metal enrichment of the
intracluster medium from SN of Type Ia and will be
analyzed in a future paper, where the metallicity depen-
dence of the cooling function will be implemented in the
simulations. The KWH runs with have metallicityc

*
\ 0.1

proÐles with abundances well below the NW run, this is
because of the di†erent SF histories, with simulations II and

FIG. 10.ÈSpherically averaged iron abundances Z\ Fe/H as a func-
tion of radius at the Ðnal epoch in units of the solar value 4.68 ] 10~5. The
di†erent lines correspond to the simulations of Fig. 8.

IV having a lower SFR at early times Gyr). The KWH([10
run with has, on average, a steeper metallicity gra-c

*
\ 1

dient than the NW run; here again this is because of the
di†erent SF histories, as shown by the di†erent growth of
M

s
(z).

3.3.1. High-Resolution Simulations with Di†erent Star
Formation Prescriptions

An important point about the simulation results related
to the SF parameters, such as for example the SFR, is their
dependence on the numerical resolution adopted. The
numerical tests of Table 6 have been performed with the
same number of particles and softening parameters (cl00-11
in Table 5), and for the particle gas mass m

g
^ 1.2

The resolution of the mass of gas is clearly] 1010 M
_

.
inadequate for modeling a single galaxy formation process.
SPH simulations of galaxy formation processes have been
debated by many authors (Thacker & Couchman 2000, and
references cited therein). In order to resolve the internal
dynamics and to follow shock evolution of a forming galaxy
a minimum of ^104 particles is required (Thacker et al.
2000). Lia, Carraro, & Salucci (2000) discussed the depen-
dence of the mass resolution on the SFR in gas-dynamical
simulations of a collapsing spheroid. According to their
results, the total mass of gas converted into stars diminishes
from 90% to ^80% of the initial mass of gas, passing from
the low-resolution run with 2000 particles to the high-
resolution run with more than ^104 particles. However,
early simulations (Evrard 1988, NW) showed that SPH
simulations with even a small number of particles (^100)
can converge to stable results as far as global properties are
concerned. For example Figure 20 of NW indicates that the
Ðnal mass of stars in their SPH simulations of a rotating
cloud is already close to the convergence value for a number
of gas particles N

g
Z 100.

It is therefore important to assess the e†ects of numerical
resolution on Ðnal results in the simulations with di†erent
SF prescriptions. This has been done by running again
simulations I, II and III of Table 6, but with a number of
particles increased by a factor ^3. For the gas particles

and h~1N
g
\ 69,599, m

g
\ 2.4] 109h~1 M

_
, e

g
\ 10.5

kpc. The cold dark matter particles have these values scaled
in proportion. These simulations will be referred to as IH,
IIH, and IIIH, respectively. The numerical parameters are
those of cl00-11H in Table 5. Di†erent SF parameters corre-
spond to the ones of Table 6. The simulation results are
shown in Figure 11. For simulations IH there are not
appreciable di†erences in the radial proÐles. This conÐrms
the results of ° 3.1, that the NW runs have reached numeri-
cal convergence in the physical variables for the numerical
parameters of the cl00-10 simulation of Table 5. The proÐles
of simulation IIH are instead di†erent from those of run II
at kpc. The strong drop in T (r) has been removedr [ 50
and the gas density proÐle is much closer to the NW one.
Simulation IIIH gives Ðnal proÐles very similar to the ones
of the parent simulation. The bottom left-hand panel of
Figure 11 shows that high-resolution runs have Ðnal X-ray
luminosities which can di†er by a factor D2 from the parent
simulations.

SF rates are shown in the top left-hand panel of Figure 11
and at z[ 0 there are large di†erences between the high-
resolution run IIH and the parent simulation. For t Z 5
Gyr, simulations IH and IIIH give the best performances,
with the SF rates closely following the ones of the lower
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FIG. 11.ÈFor the Ðrst three runs I, II, and III of Table 6, the simulation results of Fig. 8 are compared with the corresponding high-resolution runs IH,
IIH, and IIIH. The H simulations have the same SF parameters as the parent simulations, but the numerical parameters are given in the last row of Table 5.
L eft panels : The thick lines correspond to the high-resolution simulations. Right panels : To facilitate a comparison with the high-resolution results, the radial
proÐles of Fig. 8 have been shifted downward by 10k, k \ 2 for densities and k \ 1 for temperatures.

resolution runs. Note the strong decline in the SFR after
z\ 0.3. At early times Gyr) the SF rates of simula-(t [ 5
tions I and III are much lower than those of the corre-
sponding high-resolution runs. For these runs, the peak of
the SF activity is shifted from z^ 0.7 up to z^ 2 (t ^ 3
Gyr). This shows that in order to correctly sample the SF
rate over the whole cluster evolution the numerical
resolution must be at least that of the high resolution runs.
For Gyr, simulations I and III have cluster SF rates int Z 5
good agreement with those of the corresponding high-
resolution runs, while simulation II does not show that
convergence is achieved when the resolution is increased.
For simulations I and III, the X-ray variables are not
a†ected by the undersampling of the SF rates at early times ;
for example, the X-ray luminosities (Fig. 11, bottom left-
hand panel) are fairly stable under an increase in the numeri-
cal resolution.

The results of these high-resolution simulations show
that in the large regime, di†erent star formationN

gmethods approach similar gas proÐles. For the simulations
of Table 6, the di†erences found between the proÐles of

the runs with and the others arise because in thec
*

\ 0.1
former case, with respect to the KWH run with thec

*
\ 1,

increase in the SF rate corresponding to a decrease in the
value of is limited by the numerical resolution. The upperc

*left-hand panel of Figure 11 shows that for the high-
resolution run IIH the SF rate is much higher than in
simulation II.

From the simulation results it follows that the NW
method is the most efficient in the removal of cold gas from
the cluster center. As already stressed, in principle all the
methods converge to the same proÐles when gets veryNgaslarge. The runs with are the ones with the mostc

*
\ 0.1

important di†erences in the temperature proÐles compared
to the other runs, and the reasons of these di†erences have
been previously discussed. An explanation of why the NW
method is so efficient relies on the chosen criterion for selec-
ting cold gas subject to star formation, the method being
based on a density threshold. If the local gas density o

iexceeds this threshold (7]10~26 g cm~3), then a mass frac-
tion of the gas particle is converted into a stare

*
\ 1/2

particle. In very high density regions, the timescales of star
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formation are very short and the SF process removes the
gas very quickly. Because the criterion is based on a density
threshold this means that all the gas particles above this
threshold are selected for a star-forming event.

Di†erences in the temperature proÐles between the NW
and KWH runs with are minimal and are localizedc

*
\ 1

at the cluster center, these di†erences being due to the di†er-
ent dependence of the two methods on the resolution limit
of the simulations. The two criteria of SF depend on the
numerical resolution of the simulations through the SPH
smoothing lengths which determine and are con-h

i
, o

istrained by the lower limit where is theh
i
Z e

g
/4 4 hmin, e

ggravitational softening length. As the gas density increases
toward the cluster center, the smoothing lengths geth

ismaller, until they reach the limit The results of thehmin.simulations show that at the cluster center, in the small
value regime the NW criterion for identifying coldh

i
] hmin,gas particles is less sensitive to the resolution limit thanhminthe KWH method based on the local Jeans instability.

To summarize, the above results demonstrate that simu-
lations I and III of Table 6 have an adequate numerical
resolution to reliably predict X-ray cluster properties, such
as the X-ray luminosity. For simulation II (KWH with

there are still di†erences at the cluster corec
*

\ 0.1)
between the Ðnal proÐles when the numerical resolution is
increased. Run IIH has a Ðnal which is very large com-L X,
pared to the expected range of values from the luminosity-
temperature relation (see below). For simulation runs I and
III, ergs s~1, while ergs s~1 forL X ^ 1045 L X ^ 4 ] 1046
the runs with These large discrepancies can bec

*
\ 0.1.

reduced by adopting the phenomenological prescription of
removing from summation (8) cold gas particles with tem-
peratures below a cuto† value For the runs II and IVT

c
.

with ergs s~1 if the above prescriptionc
*

\ 0.1, L X ^ 1045
is adopted with K. It is important to note thatT

c
^ 3 ] 107

the NW run has an that shows no sign of evolution forL XGyrt Z 5 (z[ 1.2).

3.4. Comparison with Observational Parameters
These di†erences between di†erent methods suggest that

a reliable SF algorithm should be chosen by requiring that
simulation results should consistently satisfy a wide set of
di†erent observational constraints on cluster properties. To
this end, the results of the simulation runs reported in Table
6 have been compared with several cluster observations.
The data investigated are the following : the relationL X-TXfor cooling Ñow clusters and the estimated SFR in rich
clusters at the present epoch. These observations have been
chosen because the plots of Figure 8 showed large di†er-
ences between simulated clusters for the variables con-
nected with these data.

For cooling Ñow clusters, Allen & Fabian (1998a) have
studied the relation between the bolometric X-ray lumi-
nosity and the cluster temperature. They use ASCAL

bXspectra and ROSAT images to construct a sample of 30
luminous clusters ergs s~1), 21 of which have(L

bX [ 1045
central cooling times greater than 10 Gyr and are identiÐed
as cooling Ñow clusters. Their best-Ðt relationships are
derived for a cosmology with and h \ 0.5, thus the)

m
\ 1

values reported in Table 1 of their paper must be rescaled to
those for a Ñat cosmology with and h \ 0.7. Allen)

m
\ 0.3

& Fabian (1998a). Fit the relation with a power lawL
bX-TXof the form where is the spectral Ðt tem-kTX \ PL

bXQ , kTXperature of a single isothermal model in keV and is inL
bX

units of 1044 ergs s~1. The data values used are those of
model C in Table 1, which according to the authors gives
the best s2 values. Thus the coefficients P and Q obtained
here for the "-cosmology are those corresponding in Allen
& Fabian (1998a) to the s2 only for the entry cooling Ñows
in their Table 2. The least-square estimator gives
P\ 1.97^ 0.33 and Q\ 0.42^ 0.05, error bars are the
one-parameter 68% conÐdence limits, with s2/dof \ 1.03
and a mean gas fraction at 360 kpc of Forf

g
\ 0.11 ^ 0.03.

simulation runs I and III, ergs s~1 and theL
bX ^ 1.3 ] 1045

predicted cluster temperature is eV. TheT Xpred \ 5.8^ 1.2
error bar represents the 1 p conÐdence interval. The simu-
lated cluster in the NW run has an emission-weighted tem-
perature keVand a mass-weighted temperatureT Xem\ 8.3

These values are consistent with thoseT Xm \ 5.6keV.
extracted from Figure 5 of YJS for the most massive clus-
ters in their UJ simulations. They are also in good agree-
ment with the values predicted from the mass-temperature
relation inferred from cluster ASCA and ROSAT data
(Horner, Mushotzky, & Scharf 1999 ; Nevalainen, Marke-
vitch, & Forman 2000). For simulation run III the values of

and the weighted temperatures are similar to the onesL
bXof the NW simulation. Mathiesen & Evrard (2001) have

discussed how measurements of the intracluster medium
spectral Ðt temperature are related to and showed thatT

s
T
mcan be considered as a nearly unbiased estimator ofT

s
T
m
.

Thus the values of the mass-weighted temperatures report-
ed in Table 6 can be compared with the corresponding

The simulations I and III are consistent at the 1 pT Xpred.level with the relation derived from a sample ofL
bX-TXcooling Ñow clusters. Simulations II and IV have L

bX ^ 4
] 1046 ergs s~1, and the predicted cluster temperature is
outside the 2 p limits.

Another observational test is to compare for the di†erent
simulation runs the rates of SF with the observed mean
SFR of cluster galaxies. There is now a strong observational
evidence that star formation in a cluster environment is
strongly suppressed with respect that of Ðeld galaxies
(Balogh et al. 1998 ; Poggianti et al. 1999). Kodama &
Bower (2001) have estimated the SF histories in rich cluster
cores for four clusters, using photometric models con-
structed from seven CNOC clusters at 0.23\ z\ 0.43, and
found a strong decline in the SF rate relative to the Ðeld for
z\ 1. The SF histories of the four clusters are shown in
Figure 9 of Kodama & Bower (2001). One of these clusters
is Coma, for which the measured values for the mass in
galaxies, hot gas, and cluster total mass (White et al. 1993)
are in the same range as those of the simulated cluster
"CDM00. Thus a comparison between the SFR estimated
from cluster simulations and the observed data can be made
consistently. Although the numerical resolution of simula-
tions IÈIII is inadequate to correctly sample the SFR of the
galaxies in the cluster, the previous discussion about simu-
lations IH, IIH, and IIIH has shown that even for the low-
resolution runs of Table 6, the global cluster SFR is roughly
reproduced. Therefore the SF rates computed in simula-
tions IÈIII can be used for making a crude comparison with
the values derived from Kodama & Bower (2000) in order
to estimate the consistency of the simulation results for dif-
ferent SF algorithms with observations.

The SF rates plotted in Figure 8 have been estimated by
summing the mass of gas converted into stars in time bins of
size yr. For simulations I and III, at z\ 0*t

s
\ 3 ] 107
and the random process used to sample the dis-*t

s
> q

g
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tribution (3) can be approximated as Poissonian, thus the
SFR ^70 ^ 70 h~2 yr~1 ; in fact there is only oneM

_single event in the last four time bins. For simulation II, the
condition applies and the SFR ^330 ^ 110 h~2*t

s
? q

gyr~1 ; the dispersion has been computed over the lastM
_four bins. These values must be rescaled to the normal-

ization adopted by Kodama & Bower (2001), who reported
the integrated rates for galaxies in the cluster cores in units
of 1012 within a radius enclosing of the galaxy popu-M

_
13lation. In the simulations of Table 6 is theM
s
^ 1.5] 1013

total mass in stars, with a small scatter between di†erent
runs. Thus h~2 yr~1 /1012 forSFR(KB)^ 15 ^ 15 M

_
M

_simulations I and III, while h~2SFR(KB)^ 66 ^ 22 M
_yr~1 /1012 for simulation run II. These values can beM

_compared with ^0.25 h~2 yr~1/ 1012SFR(Coma) M
_

M
_found by Kodama & Bower (2000) for the Coma cluster at

z^ 0.1. For the cosmology chosen by Kodama & Bower
and h \ 0.5 without a cosmological constant), at()

m
\ 0.2

this redshift the Coma cluster has an age comparable to
that of the simulated clusters at z\ 0. Therefore simula-
tions I and III have a cluster SFR that is consistent with the
observed values. Simulation II, with the KWH method and

has instead an SFR clearly above the observedc
*

\ 0.1,
limits. For the high-resolution runs, the cluster SF rates are
above the observed limits for Coma, with simulation IH
being marginally consistent at a 2 p level. The Coma cluster
has been chosen for comparison because it has a measured
cluster SFR and the estimated values for the mass com-
ponents match those of "CDM00. However the Coma
cluster does not show a cooling Ñow activity and the cluster
SF rates of the simulations would have been much smaller if
"CDM00 did not have a cooling instability.

4. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper I have analyzed how the gas and X-ray
properties of clusters of galaxies estimated from hydrody-
namical SPH simulations are a†ected when radiative
cooling is included. It has been found that in order to get
reasonable results the inclusion of cooling cannot be decou-
pled from a prescription for converting cold gas particles
into stars. The Ðnal results depend on the star formation
prescription adopted and the numerical resolution. When
the cooling gas particles are converted into stars according
to the NW prescription, the Ðnal cluster proÐles are found
to be remarkably stable under changes in the numerical
resolution.

This is achieved by using for the individual SPH cluster
simulations a number of gas particles and a gasN

g
Z 20,000

softening parameter h~1 kpc. Above this numericale
g
[ 20

threshold, estimates of the Ðnal cluster properties can di†er
among di†erent runs by a factor It must be stressed[2.
that these conclusions are valid for the cluster sample
studied here. As discussed in ° 2, numerical simulations of
clusters less massive than those of Table 1 must take into
account the metallicity dependence of the cooling function.
In this case, the convergence of X-ray variables may require
a numerical resolution higher than those considered here.

If the KWH star formation prescription is adopted, with
a star formation efficiency parameter the stability ofc

*
\ 1,

the Ðnal results with respect to the numerical resolution of
the simulation is satisÐed for the same range of numerical
parameters given above for the runs with the NW prescrip-
tion. The KWH simulations with have been foundc

*
\ 0.1

to give Ðnal results which are much more dependent on the
simulation numerical resolution. For the KWH runs, the
Ðnal di†erences in the gas density proÐles at kpc arer [ 100
a consequence of the di†erent SF histories, which depend
on These di†erences strongly a†ect the X-ray luminosityc

*
.

which is then the simulation variable most sensitive toL X,
the value of The results demonstrate that, for the samec

*
.

simulated cluster, di†erent SF algorithms yield Ðnal gas
distributions with di†erences localized at the cluster center.
Global cluster properties, such as the total mass in stars, are
robust to di†erent SF prescriptions, while X-ray lumi-
nosities can di†er by large factors.

A relevant di†erence for the simulation runs with the NW
prescriptions, with respect to previous simulations, is the
Ñatness of the proÐles. For the "CDM00 cluster the gas
proÐle shows a core radius of kpc and the tem-r

c
^ 20

perature proÐle is almost Ñat for kpc. This is atr [ 100
variance with what expected for a cluster with a cooling
Ñow, but the "CDM00 cluster has at its center a cooling
time of the universe age Gyr. The otherq

c
(0)^ 13 t

U
^ 13.5

two clusters that experienced a cooling Ñow ("CDM39 and
CHDM39), have Gyr and temperature proÐlesq

c
(0)^ 1

that decline by a factor D2 within the D200 kpc cluster
central regions.

A comparison of the temperature proÐles with the results
of Pearce et al. (2000) and YJS is problematic because these
authors adopt a phenomenological prescription for remov-
ing cold gas particles from SPH estimates. In the case of
YJS the temperature proÐles include the cold gas popu-
lation and show a steep decline at the cluster centers. The
proÐles of the cool]SF simulation of Lewis et al. (2000) can
be compared with those of the corresponding KWH run
with and do not show inconsistencies. Thereforec

*
\ 0.1

the proÐles obtained for the NW run are not inconsistent
with previous simulations. The temperature proÐles show a
decline between the cluster central regions and the virial
radii, but the observational evidence for temperature gra-
dients is controversial (Markevitch et al. 1998 ; Irwin,
Bregman, & Evrard 1999 ; White 2000).

To summarize, SPH simulations of clusters of galaxies
with radiative cooling and suitable star formation algo-
rithms have been proved to be numerically stable, giving
cluster X-ray properties that satisfy a set of observational
constraints. An application of the numerical schemes
adopted to a simulated cluster sample can be used to reli-
ably predict the evolution of the cluster X-ray luminosity
and temperature function in di†erent cosmological models.
X-ray cluster surveys from the XMM mission can then
provide strong constraints on the allowed cosmological
background parameters, by comparing cluster data with
simulation results.
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